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I t’s much quieter in here than the

busy waiting room. You can’t even

hear the cars rushing by, except for

the occasional honk. I’ve been to the

clinic before, but quite a while ago.

This chair I am sitting on didn’t have

that tear in the cushion last time, and

there are some new posters on the

wall. I really shouldn’t be worried, but

this fluttering in my stomach just

won’t go away. 

It’ll just be like any other visit. I

just want to make sure everything is

okay.

Suddenly, the pain begins again,

clawing out from within my torso. It’s

been happening a lot more recently.

Focus on something, just anything!

Like the pillow, the garbage can, the

pictures … is that a heart? I don’t

know what hearts look like in real life,

but the poster says that’s what it is. 

A loud knock and the door swings

open. Through the exchange of greet-

ings, I ride the last wave of pain, and

bring my focus back to the moment.

“What brings you in today?” I start

talking, pointing at my chest where it

usually hurts. The doctor nods, and

begins to scribble in the folder laid out

in front of him. I can see notes from

my last visit at the top of the page:

“Weight management discussed.”

Does he know that I haven’t been fol-

lowing his prescribed diet? He gave

me a ton of pamphlets and posters dur-

ing my last visit. What if he asks if I

read them? He’ll be disappointed if I

tell him the truth. 

“Does the pain radiate?” Like how

heat travels? Sometimes. All I know is

that it hurts. “Could you describe the

pain? Burning? Sharp?” I would go

with burning, like fire. “When do you

feel the pain?” It comes and goes. I’m

so busy all the time, I only really

notice it after eating, or when I’m

lying down. “When was the first time

this happened?” I can’t really remem-

ber; around the time of that banquet in

March? “What are you eating?” Oh,

many things. There’s been a lot of birth-

day celebrations recently that I’ve had

to attend, so a lot of big dinners. I see

him write “Eating large meals,” and a

wave of guilt and resentment hits me.

These questions sound like a script 

for a telephone answering system…

“Press 1 if you have burning pain.” I

just want to press the right number to

get my diagnosis! 

My mind wanders as he scribbles

my answers in the folder. Could these

questions be relevant? Maybe the big

dinner wasn’t the first time the pain

occurred. Was it that time I went ski-

ing for the first time in early January

and I crashed into some fellow? I felt

light-headed on that day. I can’t re -

member whether it hurt then … the

ER doc said the accident was most

likely due to the fact that I didn’t eat

enough of my usual breakfast on that

day, and told me I was fine. 

The doctor stands up, calling my

attention back to the present as he mo -

tions to the bed. He places his stetho-

scope on my chest, telling me to

breath. He follows this with pokes and
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prods, asking, “Does this place hurt?”

No. “Here? How about here?” No and

no. He also peers in my mouth with

his penlight. How does looking in my

mouth help?

“It seems like you might be having

recurrent cases of heartburn,” he says

as I sit back down in the chair. But it’s

my chest that’s hurting, what does that

have to do with my stomach? “Your

esophagus is right in that vicinity, and

your stomach refluxes its contents

back up along there, so you feel that

burning. You said you get it especial-

ly after big meals? I suggest trying to

eat smaller meals, and take some ant -

acids. Don’t lie down after eating a

meal for a few hours, because it makes

it worse.” He smiles and tells me that

heartburn is very common. I guess I

didn’t really have anything to worry

about. 

He closes the folder, and opens the

door as I pick up my stuff to leave.

Thank goodness he didn’t ask how the

diet is going or whether I read the pam-

phlets. “Come back if you feel like it’s

not getting any better,” he says with a

smile, and then he’s gone. With a sigh

of relief, I collect my jacket.  I can

hear him knocking on the next door,

walking in and introducing himself to

the next patient. I’m out the door in

five minutes, getting into the car. Is

the nearest pharmacy on 60th Street or

100th? Maybe the grocery store sells

antacids. As I turn out of the parking

lot, someone honks, startling me. Sud-

denly, something seizes my chest and

crushes it. As the dashboard fades in

front of me, I slump against the horn.

The loud, continuous blast of sound

fills the parking lot as I try to battle the

haziness closing in on me, and I think

to myself: I hope the doctor can still

hear me.
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